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Dear Reader, 

#ArtMyJozi is a place-making through art initiative implemented along the transit-orientated development corridors in Johannesburg. Since July 2017 #ArtMyJozi has developed a four-stage creative
journey along the corridors, consisting of creative exchange workshops, design workshops, creative events in public, production of artworks and implementation of artworks in the public realm.

The JDA, as lead implementing agent of the City of Johannesburg appointed The Trinity Session in 2017 as curator/coordinator for all creative place-making processes along The Development Corridors.
The various ongoing #ArtMyJozi campaigns are geared towards collective community orientated artistic projects - employing collective participatory design processes that seek to enrich the energetic
streets of Johannesburg, with a contemporary approach to place-making in the city and its neighbourhoods along the Corridors. #ArtMyNoordgesig is one of these neighbourhoods.

After numerous creative workshops, community storytelling sessions and meetings with the community several design proposals were developed. Following these engagements the #ArtMyJozi crew
and The Trinity Session embarked on a journey of interviewing and archiving oral histories – in total approximately 43 oral history interviews were conducted in 2018, with a number of them resulting
in similar special narratives which served to add an additional layer to artwork narratives developed during creative workshops. The following processes took place throughout the entire programme in
Noordgesig, in order to ensure that artworks are representative of a communal and collective storytelling process:

1. Community Meetings
2. Community Storytelling Sessions/Creative Exchanges
3. Public Activations
4. Exhibitions and Media Day
5. An extensive social media archive can be found on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
6. A dedicated documentary archive consisting of film, photographs, text and poetry.
7. A dedicated website: www.artmyjozi.co.za
8. 43 Oral History Interviews
9. Consulting the Noordgesig History and Heritage Report produced by TSCIA for the JDA.

Given that the oral histories archive, design development artworks and corresponding documentation (films, raw footage, images and text) were created in collaboration with numerous participants,
#ArtMyJozi, JDA and The Trinity Session, the contents of this document and associated archive are shared between all four parties and should the contents be used for any purpose in the future all
parties must be equally acknowledged. A list of contributing parties and involvements can be found at the end of the document. Should any third parties wish to use the content in this archive or
document please contact the relevant parties involved for further information. In the sharing of this document we trust that all parties will continue to share this in a responsible and accurate manner.

Sincerely, 

Pauline Borton
[[ ]] t h e t r i n i t y s e s s i o n
email: pb@onair.co.za
artmyjozi@gmail.com
online: www.thetrinitysession.com
office email: office@onair.co.za

http://www.artmyjozi.co.za/
mailto:pb@onair.co.za/pauline.borton31@hotmail.co.za
mailto:artmyjozi@gmail.com
http://www.thetrinitysession.com/
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A group photo of the various teams at the opening of the #ArtMyNoordgesig Community Exhibition in 2018 
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5. Noordgesig Artworks Stories and Associated Oral Histories 



Intersection Murals

There are several visible entrance points into Noordgesig along New 
Canada and Modder Road, most notably the main intersection with Colin 
Drive crossing over to the Clinic. Generally, the sidewalks are taken up with 
safety signage, traffic lights and so on, but there are several opportunities 
to create new kinds of visibility, welcoming people into the neighborhood 
by way of large paintings with themed signage, as well as multifunctional 
sculptures, that might offer shade, a place to sit while demarcating one of 
the key entrances into Noordgesig.



1. BULTE
Site: corner Main Road and Colin Drive

Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshops/ storytelling and TSCIA HIA Report

Wall Rehabilitation & Surface Preparation: Charles Maruma, Blessed Sibanda, 
Christopher Banks, Andre Greaver, Ernest Latola

Implementing artist: McFadden Bharley



Bulte Mural Narrative:

The artists intention was to carry through the geometric and linear 
markings that make up the core feature of the mural: the 
community’s nickname for their neighborhood, BULTE. This mural 
also includes an interpretation of the map of Noordgesig. 

This eye-catching mural is situated on the corner of Main Road and 
Colin Drive. This prominent mural forms part of three murals 
implemented as gateway markers into Noordgesig. 

*The community of Noordgesig has nicknamed the area, Bulte
(extract from the TSICA History and Heritage Report for Noordgesig 
pg.15-21).

*Noordgesig under apartheid occupied a rather ambivalent position. 
On most maps of Soweto, Noordgesig was prominently excluded. 
While authorities were hard pressed to optimise available land to 
meet the massive housing need of coloured families left homeless 
by the enforcement of the Group Areas Act and its various 
iterations, by 1958 Noordgesig was officially “built up” and the 
authorities had to turn their attention to the creation of new 
coloured suburbs. Bosmont and Riverlea were developed to absorb 
families forcibly removed from the ‘Western Native Townships’ and 
other areas. (extract from the TSICA History and Heritage Report for 
Noordgesig pg.29).

Images from Creative Workshop outcomes in 2018.



2. Rainbow Township

Site: corner North Road and Main Road, Noordgesig. 
Artwork inspired by: Creative workshop narratives

Wall Rehabilitation & Surface Preparation: Charles Maruma, Blessed Sibanda, Christopher 
Banks, Andre Greaver, Ernest Latola

Implementing Artists: Mzimkulu Gojo and Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe



Immortal Township:

In this case, Lehlohonolo describes Noordgesig as a society that conforms, 
transforms, and evolves in time and remains immortal. For the reason of hope,
inspiring them to educate themselves on drugs so they may stop toxicating the 
color that they are labelled. For color is immortal, it is in their DNA to be colored 
hence most of them are labeled colored.

Noordgesig is an immortal township. 

Artwork Story by: Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe

A United Nation:

A united nation can only shed the same tears, because they have the same cry.

Mzi Gojo and Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe both collaborate in narrating a story of a  
community that not only live-in colour; in their different classes, houses and 
beliefs. They share the same tears of hope. Contain their faith and dreams in 
crying together.

Artwork Story by: Artists: Mzimkulu Gojo and Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe

The Immortal Township Narrative: 

The #ArtMyNoordgesig artistic duo Mzi and Lucky have worked hard to create 
a cohesive visually striking gateway mural on North Road, sitting in-between 
the Forest View and BULTE murals – this mural completes the suite of three 
gateway murals along New Canada Road. 

Placed against a residential house opposite to the Forest View mural – The 
Immortal Township uses a combination of symbolic forms and line work 
representing the cultural diversity and resilience of the neighbourhood as well 
as symbolic reference to the late Mama Betty Glover at the request of the 
resident who lives in the house. The artworks and corresponding narratives 
were extracted from the stories on the right.

Rainbow Rain:

The variety of colours in this mural resemble the unity and the variety of cultures 
found in the community of Noordgesig. People here have never felt like outcasts 
or people who are unwanted. They are treated the same because they are the 
same - a colourful community.

Artwork Story by: Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe



Artworks generated during creative workshops and design development workshops in 2018



3. Forest View
Site: corner of North Street and Main Road

Artwork inspired by: Creative workshop narratives 
and Oral Histories  

Implementing Artists: Peter Stanley Witness 



Extract from visitors comment book provided at the #ArtMyNoordgesig
Community Exhibition in 2018 

Forest View artwork created during creative workshops in 2018 by Peter 
Stanley Witness 



The mural is inspired by a painting by local artist, Peter Witness. The history behind the painting is
that before the mine dumps and influx of cheap housing in Noordgesig, there was a lush forest.
The community would go there for picnics, teenagers would swim in the river, and artists would
go there for inspiration. This mural has become a gateway marker, which captures the eye of
passers-by and residents along the Empire Perth Corridor Tranist Corridor / New Canada Road.

Statement from the artist, Peter Stanley Witness:
“During the late 1950s, there was a nice clear dam near the mine dumps in Noordgesig known as
Forest View. It was a place where the community would picnic and teenagers would go to swim.
There were many different trees around the dam, such as pine, willow, and bloekom, which
supplied plenty of shade. Some of the plants in the forest were used to make homemade
medicine, and the wood was used to make furniture for the community.

Where Diepkloof is now, there was an airfield that was used by the cargo planes for the mines.
From Forest View you had a clear view of planes taking off and landing. It was also close enough
to the mines to feel and hear their explosions. This mural comments on the history of Noordgesig,
and serves to help the community remember the past. A place where artists found inspiration,
and people found peace.”

Extracts from Oral History Interviews:

“On hot days they would swim in the local stream. The water came from the mine dumps so it
wasn’t clean. You would come out of the water grey and then smear Vaseline on your skin to hide
the grey. Sometimes guys would prank each other by stealing your clothes while you swam then
you’d have to walk home naked. They would also climb the mine dumps for fun just to look at the
view. “ – Derek Devereaux

“They had to go to Orlando if they wanted to swim. But during those times, coloured and black
gangs were fighting a lot so they’d get chased away. There was also a big hole by the mine dumps
where they’d swim- they called it Forest View or Zoo Lake. It was where Diepkloof is now. There
was also an airfield where small planes would fly. They’d watch them take off and land through
the fence. They started cutting the trees down to build Diepkloof, and people used the wood to
make furniture and build fences around their houses.”- Kenneth Fredericks et al



Murals

The design workshops in 2018 involved many local 
residents, skilled in drawing and painting and as a result 
the combination of powerful storytelling and strong 
artistic abilities gave rise to a wide variety of mural 
paintings, that have been integrated throughout the 
upgrade area, in a way that creates a new identity for 
the streets of Noordgesig, helps visitors orientate 
themselves to the landscape, and visualizes various 
histories and narratives about the place.



4. Mama Glover

Site: corner of Smith Street and Colin Drive, Noordgesig

Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and
Oral History interviews.

Implementing artists: Thabo Les Molapo, Mzimkulu
Gojo, Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe, Frank Kubheka

Assisted by: Lavinia Jill Williams-Otto, Christopher Banks,
Ernest Charles Latola, Jonayne Daniels, Noleen May



After numerous creative workshops, community storytelling sessions and
meetings, the late Mama Betty Glover was identified by the contributing
community of Noordgesig as a significant community icon. Following these
engagements The Trinity Session and the #ArtMyJozi Creative Crew
embarked on a journey of interviewing and archiving oral histories. 43 oral
history interviews were conducted in 2018, with a number of them
resulting in special narratives about ‘’Mama Betty Glover’’ – one of the
most important series of interviews conducted was with the Glover family
who contributed their time, energy and numerous special memories about
their mother and grandmother. The Trinity Session and The #ArtMyJozi
Creative Crew have worked closely with the Glover family, who have guided
and assisted us with writing this document.

A call was placed to the community to share any images that they may
have of Mama Betty Glover and the response was overwhelming, a
number of the images, newspaper articles and other artefacts represented
in this document are contributions from the community and her family.

We are deeply grateful to The Glover Family for their support and for
welcoming us into their home and sharing their memories of Mama Betty
Glover. In summary the impact of Mama Betty Glover’s story is reflected in
numerous murals which have been implemented under the umbrella of
#ArtMyJozi in Noordgesig and they create visual connectivity across they
neighbourhood and a reminder of Mama Betty Glovers dedication, care
and respect for her community and what she has inspired in others.

Two of the Mama Glover murals are situated along Major Street, where
she used to live, grow and tend to her vegetable garden. This was also
where her soup kitchen was situated. The largest Mama Glover mural is
situated on Colin Drive against the façade of the Baptist church.

(Extract from the ‘’Mama Betty Glover’’ Oral Histories document, 2019) Sister Betty Glover preparing food parcels
(Courtesy of Angel of the Noord)

Sister Glover working in the vegetable garden
(Courtesy of Angel of the Noord)

Sister Betty Glover images collected from the community and family. 

The Mama Betty Glover Mural Series 



Mama Betty Glover 

Sister Betty Glover, or Mama Glover as her people knew her, was an iconic leader of the Noordgesig community. Not only was she a woman of immense spiritual and 
material generosity, but she was also a selfless leader with a relentless passion to serve and uplift others without expecting anything in return.

Mama Glover was best known for opening her home in 1962 to start one of the first feeding schemes in Soweto during apartheid. This feeding scheme is still in 
operation and feeds around 300 people per day from Noordgesig and the surrounding areas such as Orlando, Diepkloof, Pimville, Nancefield, Freedom Park, and 

Lenasia. In addition to being a compassionate caregiver, Sister Glover was also a skilled farmer and gardener. She ran her feeding scheme using vegetables she grew 
herself in her garden and bought the rest of the ingredients using her own pension money when sponsorships and donations often dried up.

Sister Betty Glover was born in Vlakfontein, Mpumalanga in 1928. Her father was a wealthy businessman and farmer who passed away when she was an infant. 
Following this, her mother took up work as a domestic worker on a farm. Betty fondly remembered her mother as a devout Christian and her role model, who inspired 

her to live her life according to the Bible.

During Sister Betty’s youth her family moved to Kempton Park. They would sow vegetables for their survival- a skill that enabled her to provide for her community later 
in life. She and her siblings never had much in the way of formal education, but she made a concerted effort to continuously study the Bible and further her knowledge 

through the church. At age 18 Sister Betty began working at Bond Clothing Factory as a seamstress, and spent the following years working her way through the ranks 
there.

Shortly after she began working, she married Herbert Glover and the couple had four children. The group areas act of apartheid forced the family to move to 
Noordgesig, and it is here that the rest of her story plays out. In Noordgesig she started her feeding scheme and a prayer group in Doornfontein, she also held regular 
prayer meetings in her home. She prayed particularly for women and children and factory workers, but her care also extended to policemen, traders, and juveniles in 

correctional facilities. Mama Glover also had time to pray for individuals in her community, whether they had just lost a loved one, or wished for their wedding rings to 
be blessed. She continued with her prayer meetings until she was no longer able to, and when this time came it broke her heart.

In recognition of her humanitarian work, Sister Glover was the recipient of numerous awards, including a LeadSA Hero award in 2012. She also ministered on local 
radio, and at correctional facilities.

Mama Glover is survived by her adoring children and grandchildren. She will live on in her community’s memory as a mother, a caregiver, and a leader- wearing her 
iconic purple hat and carrying her green bible, tending to her beloved garden.

(extract from the Mama Glover Tribute document created to accompany artworks proposals in 2018) 



Mama Glover only reached a standard three education, and
desired to obtain more knowledge in order to empower
herself. Not Academically, but spiritually and in a biblical way.
She began empowering herself by studying God’s word and
thus entered correspondence biblical courses through the
Voice of Prophecy.

Every opportunity to increase knowledge she pursued and in
addition furthered her bible studies through the Assemblies
of God. She studied God’s word intensely, made notes of
every fact. She became empowered and became one of the
most powerful preachers and teachers of the word of God.

She became a public speaker at woman’s gatherings,
politically involved, and an encourager to those who needed
to improve their lives. She would advise that the foundation
of a better life is to know God and His word. This quality she
instilled upon her four children as well. Today they are
individuals of inner strength, as Mama Glover has taught
them to desire knowledge from God above and he would
empower them.

Her green bible and all other bibles and books, bear her
notes and special scriptures.

Mama Glover’s Bible: her family and 
community remember her as always 

carrying her green bible with her wherever 
she went. 

(Extract from ‘’Mama Betty Glover’’ oral histories document, 
2019). (Images provided by the community, family and bible image 

taken during one of the oral history interviews)  





This mural represents faith in Noordgesig, and that the community
“lives by faith and not by sight”. Mama Glover is the focal point of the
mural, holding her green bible. She is surrounded by images of faith
and Christianity (Trinity Session Oct 2018, Noordgesig Master Plan
2018_2019: Design Revisions October 2018).

*Churches played an important role in Noordgesig during apartheid.
Political activists and protesters would often hide from the police at
churches (Tsica 2016:34, HIA)



Artworks from creative workshops and design workshops inspire the church mural by: Thabo Les Molapo and Frank Kubheka



5. Dancing Celebrations

Site: intersection of Major Street and Colin Drive

Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and Oral History interviews. 

Wall Rehabilitation & Surface Preparation: Ernest Charles Latola, Gilbert Louw, Andre Greaver and Edmore 
Muzondiwa. 

Implementing Artists: Thabo Les Molapo and Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe. 



“These murals were created using different mediums of art and it's collaboration about how a feel good nation expresses themselves in Fashion, Music
and Dance. They may have different sounds of laughter but their joy is mostly similar either on the streets or on the dance floor. The culture of people is
fashion, music and motion.” Artworks by: Thabo Molapo and Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe

“Sometimes he’d dance with his eldest son. They attracted a lot of attention, they even knew the band. Fred won a few medals but he gave them away, he
just did it for the love of it. He was very modest, he didn’t want praise… Their mother was a very Christian woman, not a socialite like Fred. She would
prepare his clothes for dances on the weekends, she wouldn’t even go with, but she made sure her husband looked the best on the dance floor. ”
– Extract from Oral Histories interview with the Malgas Family



6. Bicycle Mural
Site: connecting Colin and North Road, Noordgesig
Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and Oral History 
interviews. 
Wall Rehabilitation & Surface Preparation: Christopher Banks, Ernest 
Charles Latola, Andre Greaver
Implementing Artists: Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe and Mzimkulu Gojo



The  Bicycle Mural and Bike Urban furniture 
(Pedalling Forward) is inspired by the 
Noordgesig ‘biker boys’, who call 
themselves 786 Cycles.

The group of cyclists often gather outside 
Ramon’s house, who refurbishes and makes 
bikes from scrapyard and second hand 
parts.

Ramon feels a sense of responsibility to 
serve the youth because they live in an 
unfavourable environment, and it is easy for 
them to get involved in negative things.



7. Pedalling Forward
This sculpture was made from different bicycle wheel rims tied together. In unity it forms a table
and chairs which can be used in parks and public spaces. The colours in the structure symbolise
the variety in the community, and how the coming together of these colours create a beautiful
image. The rims represent the unity and the strength of the community. The man on the bike
represents the community moving forward to a better future.

Artwork by: Ramon (Riyaan), Keagan (Kader) and Muhammad from R&H Cycles.



Pedalling Forward (Bicycle Mural accompanying seating)





8. The Pathway of Success

During our many walkabouts, it was interesting to note the connecting corridor
between Colin Drive and North Road, and that this ‘pathway’ is a useful and
strategic link between two key parts of the upgrade area. The various workshop
designs explore ideas of this site as a mini gateway between two streets.



8. The Pathway of Success 
Site: Connecting Colin Drive and North Street, Noordgesig
Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and Oral History 
interviews. 
Wall Rehabilitation & Surface Preparation: Christopher Banks, Ernest 
Charles Latola, Andre Greaver, Blessed Sibanda, Lesley Jordaan and Charles 
Maruma. 
Phase 1 and 2 Implementing Team: McFadden Bharley, Marcus Theunis, 
Noleen May, Jonayne Daniels and Ernest Charles Latola
Implementing Artists: Ernest Charles Latola, Jonayne Daniels, Mzimkulu 
Gojo, Noleen May, McFadden Bharley, Peter Stanley Witness, Thulani 
Zondo, Lavinia Williams Otto, Anthonio Davis and Gordon Louw. 





“They only had coal stoves, and they’d sell coal on
trucks.” – Gregory Hannie

“They also made paraffin lamps from bottles and string,
and they’d heat the house with their coal stoves.”
- Kenneth Fredericks et al

“There were also no taxis, they had to use the trains
and the bus. There was also no electricity, they had coal
stoves and paraffin lamps. These days the children cant
do anything when the power goes out. “
– Van Wyk family

“He had fruit trees in his back yard. He says that
Noordgesig used to be beautiful with fruit trees
everywhere, it didn’t have shacks like it does now”
- George Louw







The Pathway of Success: 
Creative Workshop Prototype (2018)



Artworks and references from creative workshops and Jozi-Walks 2019 
inspired The Pathway of Success mural. 



The Pathway of Success – additional references:

“There was lots of sport, everyday the soccer fields were full of people training and
practicing. There was also basketball, hockey, and tennis… Noordgesig produced
great soccer players, and the fields were always full of players and spectators.” –
Derek Deveraux (Oral Histories Interviews 2018)

Images sourced from Oral 
History interviews 
with Margie Brown and 
George Louw. 





Extracts from oral history interviews:

Ma Vesta Smith: a prominent leader and political activist in the community. She was an active 
member of the ANC, and the BCM. Her house was known as a meeting point for other political 
leaders. Ma Vesta Smith and her house are both represented in the Corridor Link Mural. 

“Vesta, or Mama, as Basil calls her, lived opposite his grandmother. She was involved in the ANC. Basil 
and Mama went to the Catholic Church together. Winnie Mandela was friends with Vesta, and Basil met 
her when he was 12. Unfortunately she was in prison a lot during this time. Basil calls Vesta’s house ‘the 
fountain of politics’. Here you could find banned books, and they’d study authors such as Marx and 
Lenin. Through Mama, Basil was exposed to the ‘Charterist’ way of thinking- aka the thinking of the 
Freedom Charter.” – Basil Douglas

“When they moved into Noordgesig, their house was a clinic. The most senior Nurse was Rosabella
Lockman, Walter Sisulu’s sister. When she passed away in 1963, the clinic moved to where it currently is, 
and the Smith’s moved into their house. 

During Rosabella’s time, they had a lot of secret ANC meetings in the house. So the Smith’s had 
countless visits by the security police because of what happened there before they moved in. “ 

– William Smith 

Vesta Smith



Rock n Roll Flood

The rock and roll flood was in 1978 on West Street and Railway road.
When the flood took place it forced the residents to climb on top of
their roofs because that was the only way they could survive. During
the flood an unnamed hero was able to save his family from
drowning, who unfortunately died while trying to save his neighbour.

Artist: Peter Witness

Extracts from Oral History Interviews:

“There was a flood in the then Transvaal in January 1978. The floods 
reached Noordgesig on the Friday midday, the same day that one of 
George’s sons was born at Coronationville hospital. 

The water came up over the fences, their front doors couldn’t open
because they had swelled from all the water. George tried to open
the backdoor with a crowbar, and water started spilling inside the
house. Outside in the gardens there was just water everywhere, at
some stages the water was neck height and they had to swim.

Apparently, the dam walls at the mines in Crown Mines burst, so the
water was dirty mine water with the fine sand in it… They didn’t
have insurance, so they weren’t compensated for what they lost
during the flood. Everything was lost.

After the flood the municipality built an embankment and flood
wall. This was their first community project. ” – George Louw

Artwork from Creative Workshops which inspired the mural. 



The School

This image depicts the Noordgesig Primary
School after its renovations. The pool mural
depicts how the community pool will look in the
future and how it will produce professional
swimmers, which will represent the country one
day. It will ideally have solar panels, new geysers
and new resources that will enhance the
learner’s results and as local artists Antonio says;
“A healthy school yields healthy results”.

Artist: Antonio Oubaas

Extracts from Oral History Interviews:

“Derek is the principal of Noordgesig Secondary
School. The school was established in the late
1940s, the building dates to 1948. It was housed
in a small building which is now the AFM Church
(Apolistic Faith Mission). The building had many
functions, it was the community hall, the church,
the school, and the dance hall. Then in the early
50s the separate school structure was
constructed.”

– Derek Devereaux



The Boys Brigade

Extracts from Oral History Interviews:

“The brigade plays at all community functions, like weddings, funerals, and birthdays.
Donovan has been Captain for almost 30 years. He was in the first company for about 5
or 6 years before they broke away. Then he got married, moved to Eldorado Park, and
about 8 years later he came back to Noordgesig and started the second company.
Music teachers from Cape Town and Groot Brak Rivier would come teach instruments to
the children. Not all of them can read golf sticks (sheet music), but they read music
according to the alphabet… All flags have the same basic blue, but the red trim
represents Noordgesig. Each area has its own colour, for example Coronationville is
green, Bosmont is sky blue, Riverlea is yellow, Westbury is navy blue.
The slogan, ‘Sure and Steadfast’ was opened in 1883 by Sir William Alexander Smith.
After the army, he started a Sunday School with the children, but it didn’t work. So he
taught them discipline and marching with toy guns. ” – Donovan Sampson

“The Brigades were big in Noordgesig. When they practiced, all the children were there,
there were no children left in the houses. Noordgesig had the biggest and best brigade”
– Van Wyk family



9. Changing Faces
Site: North Street, Noordgesig

Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and Creative Activations.

Wall Rehabilitation & Surface Preparation:  Charles Maruma, Christopher 

Banks & Ernest Latola

Implementing Artist: Wendall  Moore 



This mural tells a story about nature, and how residents of the community keep birds as pets. The design includes elements from children’s 
drawings, which were done at public activations in 2017.



Artwork from Creative Workshops which inspired the mural. 



Artwork from activations which inspired the mural. 



10.  Steep Town 

Site: North Road, Noordgesig

Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and Creative 

Activations. 

Wall Rehabilitation & Surface Preparation: Gilbert Louw, Kevin Peters & 

Edmore Muzondiwa, Ernest Charles Latola

Implementing Artist: Mzimkulu Gojo



Steep Town

Noordgesig is a steep town which cannot
be seen from the Naturena Mountain. The
Naturena Mountain was a place, where
the apartheid police would go and survey
the activities that were happening in
Soweto, such as riots and marches and
youth uprisings. Because Noordgesig could
not be seen from the mountain it became
a political refuge for major politicians such
as Nelson Mandela, Walter Sisulu and
Vesta Smith. It became a place where the
politicians could hold meetings and plan
for their next uprisings.

Artist Story: Mduduzi Richard Ndlovu

Artwork from Creative Workshops which inspired the mural. 



Mural details



Mama Glover’s Vegetable Patch Murals 
The vegetable patch mural series reveals the sacrifice and love
Mama Glover gave to her community. The different vegetables
represent the commitment she had to the soup kitchen. She
even started vegetable gardens to sustain the soup kitchen for
the people in the community.

Lavinia Williams-Otto, also known as Lavi in her community, is
an artist and one of Mama Glover’s number one fans. Mama
Glover is an icon in Noorgesig and has inspired many people
across Soweto. Mama Glover dedicated 62 years to feeding and
alleviating poverty in her community. She has started many
vegetable gardens that fed and gave people food parcels. She
was mostly known for her green bible and her saying
“Nomakajane sizomthemba u Jesu”. Inspired by her works and
words Lavinia started her own soup kitchen with the help of her
aunt. Lavi believes that everyone should be treated equally and
that can result to a better Noordgesig and world. Lavinia’s
drawing illustrates the famous green bible, a vegetable garden
and a three-bedroom house where Mama Glover started her
feeding scheme.



Design refinement by 
Lavinia Williams –
Otto, for Mama 
Glover’s Vegetable 
Patch Murals.



The #ArtMyNoordgesig artists have collaborated
to bring this mural to life against two of the
shops in the neighbourhood.

This mural is a continuation of the Mama Glover
Murals in Noordgesig. Forming part of the visual
story paying homage to what she inspired in her
community. So even though the mural itself is
quite different from the shop next door – when
a visitor stands in front of both shops, they will
look at this like a complete story or book, with
different chapters.

“The mural of Mama Glover watering her
vegetable garden has lots of different symbols in
it. The cabbage represents her soup kitchen; she
grew cabbage to feed her community. There are
also some roses and a vegetable patch. It
expresses her love for her people and her
community. The mural brings out the history
that was forgotten. Now children will know who
Mama Glover was, and follow in her footsteps.”
– Lavinia Williams-Otto.

This mural is intended to represent a ‘’heaven’’
or ‘’dreamlike’’ environment – where the artist
Lavinia Williams-Otto has included symbolic
forms and text that describe the legacy of Mama
Glover – although these are presented in
symbolic iconography there are a multitude of
meanings embedded in these. The tree is
intended to be like a ‘’family tree’’ of all the
networks and contributions Mama Glover was
involved in.



11. The Harvest

Site: North Street, Noordgesig

Wall Rehabilitation & Surface Preparation: Ernest Charles Latola, Christopher 
Banks, Lesley Jordaan, Wendell Moore, Gilbert Louw, Gordon Louw, Blessed 
Sibanda and Charles Maruma

Implementing Artist: Thulani Zondo, Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe, Lavinia Williams 
Otto, Peter Stanley Witness,  Thabo Les Molapo, Ernest Latola and Mzimkulu 
Gojo.





12. Tree of Hope

Site: North Street, Noordgesig

Artwork inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and Creative Activations.

Wall Rehabilitation & Surface Preparation: Ernest Charles Latola, Christopher 
Banks, Lesley Jordaan, Wendell Moore, Gilbert Louw, Gordon Louw, Blessed 
Sibanda and Charles Maruma

Implementing Artists: Thulani Zondo, Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe, Peter Stanley 
Witness, Lavinia Williams Otto, Thabo Les Molapo, Ernest Latola and 
Mzimkulu Gojo.





THE COMMUNITY HALL

13. Not Forgotten

Site: North Street, Noordgesig

Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and 
Creative Activations. 

Wall Rehabilitation & Surface Preparation: Andre 
Greaver, Jonayne Daniels, Noleen May, Ernest Latola & 
Christopher Banks.

Implementing Artists: Thulani Zondo, Mzimkulu Gojo & 
Peter Stanley Witness





A Celebration of the Community’s Creativity and 
Development

This mural is important because it is implemented on a 
special building in  Noordgesig, which contains a 
number of memories for the community. This mural is 
an opportunity to celebrate these memories and the 
evolution of  Noordgesig over time. 

As you may know, Noordgesig never used to be as big 
as it is today, and as it has grown, the style of the 
houses, the landscape and roads have changed, this has 
become the backdrop to the mural where you can 
portray this change over time, creating a timeline or map 
of sorts. This timeline becomes the element that 
‘’holds’’ all of the activities of the community together, 
which largely took place at the community hall –
representing the creative people  of Noordgesig who, 
over time have found ways to express themselves 
through sports such as boxing, ballet, performance and 
communal activities that brought everyone together 
under the same roof. 

The community hall mural has the potential to  show an 
audience and the local neighborhood the history of 
these activities, and  the power they had in inspiring 
others within the landscape of Noordgesig – a  
constantly changing backdrop.







The community hall mural combines elements of all the activities that happen there. The focus is on boxing legend, Jake Ntuli, however other
activities are featured too, such as dancing.

The Patmore Community Hall dates back to 1957, named after the then Mayor of Johannesburg, MR. CJH Patmore. The hall was built using
funds that the community raised themselves, and is designed in a modernist style, with a corrugated iron pitched roof, front foyer, and central
wooden doors. Throughout its existence it has been a popular feature of the community for dancing, meetings, and other activities.
(Tsica 2016:48 HIA).

“As a teenager Derek would attend formal dances at the community centre on weekends, they were called sessions. Fred Malgas was a great
dancer, he taught them the lang-arm. There was also a ballet group who had lessons almost daily.

During school holidays the councillors tried to constructively engage with the children, so you could play table tennis, snooker, boxing, chess,
and so on.” – Derek Devereaux

“When he was young, they had fun days for the kids at the community hall with boxing, racing, toys, sweets, ice creams, and cool drinks; and
the community became one… They’d have long sessions (dances) at the community hall when Greg was about 18”- Gregory Hannie

“They did boxing training at Noordgesig hall… The community came together to build the hall. It was not built by the government. They had
sessions on the weekends, what we’d call discos today. It was 50c entrance.” – Kenneth Fredericks et al

“Some streets in Noordgesig were named after flowers, some were named after the first residents of the area, such as Smith and Major
Street. The people of Noordgesig were very creative, and they named the houses according to the times. The first set of houses were called
The Old Looks. They were two bedroom houses built on Smith and Major street behind the school.”- Cathy Seefort

ARTWORKS FROM CREATIVE PROCESS AND ORAL HISTORIES INSPIRE DESIGN 



ORGINAL REFERENCE IMAGES 



ARTWORKS FROM CREATIVE PROCESS AND ORAL HISTORIES INSPIRE DESIGN 



“They made a small section at the community hall into the Mario Malgas Computer Centre in 2011. Sadly it closed about 2 years ago and they broke it
down when they started rebuilding the library. They did lots of activities at the community hall, it really brought the community together. It was built
about 60 years ago and revamped in the 80s. Some people have moved overseas and when they come back they ask if the hall is still the same. It is
good to revamp things, but it is also nice to keep them the same for the memories. At least cameras help keep the memories now. Delia says that it
would be nice if someone could bring the activities back to the community hall. They did dancing like ballet, modern, and ballroom. Lots of small girls
around age 6 did dancing at the hall. Felicia went to Sun City through her dancing and won a competition. Some people were very underprivileged but
the dancing gave them discipline.

They also had Mr and Miss Noordgesig competitions there. The girls would model and the boys would do weight lifting and show off their muscles.
These activities kept the youngsters off the streets and away from trouble. They also had discos at the hall, or what the older generation called
sessions, about twice a month. There wasn't much entertainment in Noordgesig so they used the hall a lot for activities.

Now and then there were fights at the discos, but at least it was cheap for the youngsters to go out. Now they have to go far outside of Noordgesig for
entertainment. The pageants were so exciting, and the community hall would be packed. People outside would stand on the stainless steel bins to try
see inside.

The soccer clubs in the area would also have a combined thing where the girls would model and be named Miss Swallows or Miss Leicester, after the
clubs. The Malgas children didn’t participate in the pageants because their parents didn’t want to expose them to the costumes and things.
Delia was a lieutenant in the Girls Brigade when she was about 18. They had meetings and practice and fundraising events in the hall. If girls in the
brigade were naughty, their parents would be called into the hall and the girls would do community service. “- Malgas Family

“Muriel did hockey and ballet. She even went overseas with her ballet with one of their other sisters. They had ballet practice every Monday and
Wednesday at Patmore Hall. Their teachers name was Irene. Margie says that there aren’t the same sporting opportunities for children these days.
When she grew up Noordgesig was a small, tight knit community. They’d play games together at the Patmore Community Hall. Mrs Charlotte Tait was a
social worker in Noordgesig. She’d organize picnics away, and school holiday games like table tennis, volley ball, snakes and ladders, and dominoes. “ –
Margie Brown

ARTWORKS FROM CREATIVE PROCESS AND ORAL HISTORIES INSPIRE DESIGN 
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GRAPHIC TRANSLATION AND COMPOSING FOR THE HALL’S VARIOUS FACADES

“On hot days they would swim
in the stream.” extracted from
interview with DereckDeverux

“Noordgesig used to be  
beautiful with fruit trees  

everywhere.” - extracted from  
interview with George Louw

“There weren’t many churches.  
The first school was at Ebenezer  
church, so people still have big  

respect for that church.”
- extracted from interview

with  Van Wyk family

Tributes to Jake Ntuli

“In 2015, the Mayor awarded  
Jake a jacket andtwo trophies  

posthumously.”
Game and cinemaelements  
refer to community
artwork

“They had Mr and Miss Noordgesig competitionsthere.
The  girls would model and the boys would do weightlifting 

and  show off their muscles.”
- extracted from interview with Malgas Family/Delia

Faces bear resemblance to present and past residents

“They’d have long sessions  
(dances/discos) at the community

hall.”
- extracted from interviewwith Malgas  

Family/Delia

Skipping girl and ping pongreference  
community artwork

Faces bear resemblance to  
present day residents

Backdrop is the  
interior/stage  

of the hall

Design wraps  
around the  
corner here

“They did dancing like modern, balletand
ballroom.  There was a ballet group who had 

lessons almost  daily.” - extracted from interview 
with Malgas  Family/Delia

“On new year’s day, the mothers would
pack  big picnic baskets, and they’s go with 

cars  and trucks to have a picnic for the
day.”

- extracted from interview with ThuliFamily
Picnic blanket pattern corresponds to  

tablecloth pattern from Long Table
Faces of dancers bear resemblance to  

present day residents



Nylon House  
extracted from HIA

Child on bike references  
community artwork -

photograph  from Noordgesig 
community  documentation

House colours extracted from  
community artwork

“Soldate” House  
extracted from HIA

Rainbow House  
extracted from HIA

New Look House  
extracted from HIA

Old Look House  
extracted from HIA

Horse drawn coal cart

Flowers pictured correspondto  
street names as labeled

Child playing references
community artwork - photograph     

from Noordgesig community
documentation

“Noordgesig used to be beautiful  
with fruit trees everywhere.” -
extracted from interview with  

George Louw

Bergroos Watsonia WatsoniaVygieArumNerin[a] C[r]estrum



14. Plaza Portraits

Site: North Street Noordgesig

Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and 
Creative Activations. 

Implementing Artists: Mzimkulu Gojo, Lehlohonolo
Mkhasibe and Thabo Les Molapo.





Swimming Pool Murals

Inspired by a public activation with children 
in 2017, the resulting black and white mural 
is intended as a memory of that playful 
collaboration, using picture frames and 
portrait photography. The simple black and 
white graphic translation of the original 
activation serves to be visually striking and 
impactful as the mural spans two of the 
buildings, defining the western edge of the 
new plaza, and interacting with the new 
urban elements and tree planting.

A Note on Fabrication and 
Implementation:

Following the sign off and approval of 
artworks, based on both the narrative 
agenda of the workshops and their ability to 
stand strong in an outdoor environment, the 
artworks go into final completion and are 
either executed directly on site, as is the 
case with the Swimming Pool Murals facing 
the new public plaza, or fabricated in 
factories or local studios and backyards 
awaiting their time for installation. 



Workshop outcomes: Swimming Pool Wall Mural 

Comments from the visitors books from community exhibition. 



The swimming pool murals were inspired by an activation with the children in 2017. During the activations, a large picture frame travelled everywhere with the team. The frame was used to 
capture moments by ‘framing’ special scenes, or letting the residents pose within it. These living artworks were photographed and used as inspiration for the swimming pool mural. The 
designs on the gate were drawn up by local artists, which were then plasma cut and welded to the gate frames. The artwork depicts a young boy jumping in the pool and creating a splash, 
this artwork has a very deep connection with people of Noordgesig, because the pool symbolizes a place where the community can get together, have fun and it provides joy for the kids.

Extracts from Oral History Interviews:

“Cathy also fought for a swimming pool to be built, as the closest one was in Orlando or children could swim by the mine dumps. The council said that the ground in Noordgesig had lots of 
problems and wasn’t good enough.  Cathy got Wits GeoTech to test a small piece of the ground, and she took it back to the council with more evidence.

Eventually the council agreed, and construction of the swimming pool began in 1985. Cathy remembers the sound of happy children. The pool was named the Cathy Seefort pool, but 
jealousy crept in and a group named Die Storie Gaan Aan ripped the name off the wall. 

Cathy originally wanted the pool to be named the Noordgesig Swimming Pool, but the council voted to name it after her. But after the unrest the pool was named the Noordgesig Swimming 
Pool, the name that Cathy originally wanted. She wanted the name to resonate with the place. “ – Cathy Seefort



15. Noordgesig Swimming Pool Gate

Site: Central Road, Noordgesig

Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and Creative Activations. 

Implementing Artist:  Andre Greaver, Ernest Latola



Swimming Pool Gate:

As is often the case during new building projects, elements within the landscape are either removed or re-purposed. In this case, the existing gate between 
the two murals received a new treatment in steel and paint, extending the theme of play in recreational spaces such as public swimming pools. The designs 
were initiated in our creative workshops by local artists, which were later then plasma cut and welded to the gate frames. 

The Artists Group Story:

This art work depicts a young boy jumping in the pool and creating a splash, this art work has a very deep connection with people of Noordgesig, because 
the pool symbolizes a place where the community can get together, have fun and it provides joy for the kids. Combined elements from the workshops make 
up the progress story for the gate. 





16. The Rose Motif

The rose motif mosaics on the podium in the
Noordgesig plaza were extracted from a series of
creative pop – ups and activations held in
Noordgesig 2017.

The community were invited to share their stories
and symbols that represented their community. The
sketches generated from the workshops were
created by the community, and then considered for
a graphic design translation. Implemented by the
JDA the rose mosaic takes centre stage on the new
public plaza.



17. Bulte Benches
Inspired by a community activation in 2017, the 
Noordgesig benches represent this moment. 
Engraved with the colloquial term “BULTE” and 
famous mine dumps , these benches can be found 
in the local plaza.



18. Library Toys
Site: North Road, Noordgesig

Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and Creative Activations. 

Implementing Artists: Markus Theunis, Frank Kubheka and Christopher 
Banks.



The Noordgesig Library Toys were made 
by local artists, with the goal to occupy 
kids on a therapeutic-play level. They will 
be placed in the children's section of the 
new library.





19. Bulte Library Furniture
Site: North Road, Noordgesig

Artwork Inspired by: Creative workshop outcomes and Creative Activations.



The idea of the library furniture, centres around sitting and standing letter-
styled furniture making up Noordgesig’s nickname - BULTE .

"Through community activations and interviews with the residents, often in
their homes we were given the opportunity to understand various symbols,
signifiers and language which are pivotal in creating artworks that encompass
the vernacular identity of Noordgesig." -TSICA history and heritage report for
Noordgesig.

The components are made from shutter ply, vinyl, padded cushioning and are
spray painted in colours inspired by the interior design of the library. These
designs are influence by 3D designs made during our creative workshops. The
technical drawings were supplied by local artist Mc Fadden Barley which were
sent to a specialist fabricator. The furniture includes recesses for storage and
pull-out seating. Standing letters become shelving, and letter pieces are
mounted on short legs for mobility in the library.





20. Hand Screen Mesh

The east facing window of the library is elevated and looks onto the new sports court and play area, in the
distance one can see the mine dumps from this window as well. The mesh screen attached to this window
features a similar handprint design as the sports courts below.



The mesh screen artwork is a graphic design translation of a collective visualisation process in 
Noordgesig. Two workshops were held where hand prints were captured and placed in various 
configurations. 

Our second workshop was special as it was hosted in a local residents garden and we were 
joined by curious residents and school children as they walked by. The resultant 
intergenerational artwork is rendered in monochrome, matching the overall colour of the 
Library.



21. Sports Court Hands

Situated below the new  Library, the children’s play area received a revamp. To create a cohesive composition, the hand-prints which influenced the mesh 
screen are incorporated into the play area surfaces. Diversity is the heart of this community. The different hands don’t just symbolise the coming together 
of different races and cultures, they also symbolise how we are all one. The hands symbolise healing hands that can heal the community from its social ills.



22. The Long Table

The Long Table is inspired by the prominent 
Malgas Family’s kitchen table. Delia Malgas recalls 
how their kitchen table was passed through the 
window to be used by the community at 
important events and celebrations, often getting 
painted different colours along the way (Delia 
Malgas interview). 

The long table is not only inspired by a society 
that enjoys public life and social exchange but 
offers a robust piece of urban furniture designed 
to encourage and support small gatherings.





The #ArtMyJozi Creative Crew embarked on storytelling sessions with the  
Malgas family conducting three interviews. The objective was to unearth 
additional narratives that would contribute additional visual layers for the 
look and feel of The Long Table; new urban furniture situated in the upgraded 
play area, adjacent to the library. 

The Long Table is directly inspired by The Malgas Family kitchen table and its 
journey through the community and contributions to communal memories in 
the neighbourhood

The Malgas Family was a prominent fixture in Noordgesig. Fred  Malgas, the 
father, was a sportsman and community leader who  focused on community 
development. Their house was built with the bedrooms at the back, and their 
kitchen at the front.

Fred Malgas and Elsie Malgas had 11 children, with two sets of twins among 
them. We met 3 out of the 11 children on 26 November 2018. Delia and Felicia 
still live in their parents' house and  use the special kitchen table regularly. The 
kitchen table belonged to their grandfather and was handed down to their 
parents when they  got married – the children are adamant that this table will
remain in the family forever. The children remember how there was some  
unspoken memory that their parents shared about the table, one of great 
significance to their mother and father, and when the children  suggested 
changing the table their parents were adamant that this would never be allowed.

Fred’s daughter, Delia, remembers how their kitchen table was often passed 
through the front window to be used by neighbours,  friends, and family 
during important events such as weddings,

christenings and so on. Delia recalls how the table would often get painted different 
colours along its adventures. The table has come to symbolise the lives of loved ones 
who are no longer with them,  they remember loved ones with the following 
saying in mind:

‘’Starting at the table and ending at the table’’

One of the most important memories to the three children is the smell of paint, 
which would be used every Christmas to spruce up the house. Every Christmas 
new paint was purchased, and the walls, front door and kitchen table would be 
painted the same colour, the current-day patina of the kitchen table can literally 
tell you the story of the colours of their home through the years.

Christmas celebrations and the role of the kitchen table in the family home are 
synonymous with a special lace tablecloth, an abundance of food and love which was 
shared with friends, family, neighbours and visitors after church on Christmas day.

THE LONG TABLE: NARRATIVE



The kitchen table conjures up memories for the family that are associated with the following:

• Mother always providing for the family

• Father and Mother always welcoming people into their home and sharing food

• Providing and sharing

• They could have up to 15 people in the 3-bedroom house,  sharing food from the kitchen table

• White tablecloth for special occasions

• Blue felt tablecloth was used to protect the wooden surface  from bread knives and the

children cutting their own bread

• Plaid tablecloth

• They could have up to 20 plates and various cutlery/service dishes on the table at a time

• At Christmas time their father would break off the leg of the turkey, now the oldest brother 
Eddie does this in order to continue the tradition

• The cakes always had to stand at a specific place on the table

• Some sayings/terms associated with the kitchen table:

Tafeldoek

Table of abundance

Table of grace, beauty, love and provisions

Can Ek die tafel leen?

THE LONG TABLE: NARRATIVE AND DESIGN PROCESS 

COLOUR PALETTE



Malgas Family home: 
architectural features

THE LONG TABLE: NARRATIVE AND DESIGN PROCESS 



NOORDGESIG
LONG TABLE CONCEPT

Long Table: Side Views

DESIGN COMPOSITION DEVELOPMENT



NOORDGESIG
LONG TABLE CONCEPT

Long Table: Side Views

DESIGN COMPOSITION DEVELOPMENT



LONG TABLE CONCEPT

Long Table: Top View

DESIGN COMPOSITION DEVELOPMENT
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Flying House: Creative Entrepreneurship Training



Creative Entrepreneurship Training
(text extracted from Flying House proposal) 

Interested participants from the artistic community were invited to 
participate in a Flying House workshop, below describes some of what this 3-
day intensive training involved and the outcomes from the sessions. 

Training is required for emerging artists affiliated to the #ArtMyJozi place--
-making through  art initiative – a project of the JDA. The three project sites 
associated with this initiative --  Orange Grove, Rotunda and Noordgesig, have 
reached a point where the content--generation  and prototyping process gives 
way to fabrication of infrastructure. The Trinity Session have  identified a 
need to engage the artist--participants in a skills transfer process to enable  
sustainability of their own artistic entrepreneurship going forward.

Flying House is an organisation dedicated to securing better opportunities for
emerging independent creative and social entrepreneurs.

Flying House has developed the Creative Stock Exchange, a platform for 
artists who do not  have access to networking opportunities or have 
previously lacked the ability to  professionalise their artistic practice. The 
Creative Stock Exchange involves:
“Boot--camp for the social entrepreneur” – a compressed programme 
embedded in design thinking, that gives space and guidance for ideation, and 
guided processes to:

“Dream it, Build it, Test it, Fly it.”

The Flying House process blends imagination with practicality. 
Participants are given  opportunity to design their minimum viable 
product, and to understand basic terms and  concepts relating to the 
business model canvas. They are introduced to pitching and  
presentation skills and a minimum toolkit of basic know--how such as 
budgeting and  invoicing.

Photos of the participants on ‘’Pitch Day’’ 2019



While physical infrastructure changes are taking place in the #ArtMyJozi
neighbourhoods, residents and project participants may not yet be
awake to the possibility and opportunity that such changes could bring,
in the form of increased urban tourism. It is imperative to recognize the
focus on developing the knowledge and skills of creating revenue in the
arts and understanding the model of exchange and trade using skills and
resources rather than relying on external funding alone.

Example of curriculum carried out:

Day 1: “Dream it”
Participants are exposed to inspiring ideas, pitches and examples of success
stories that started from humble beginnings. Participants are taken through
a guided ideation process, identifying the resources and skills they already
have, and identifying opportunities in their environment. Identifying
opportunities. Stakeholder map.

Day 2: Business Toolkit / Perfect Pitch – Why, What, How, Who,?
• What is the problem – what is my solution?
• Who is my customer?
• What makes my product or service unique?
• How will I get it done?
• Possible revenue streams and financial projections
• The team
• Basic professional skills such as invoicing, budgeting, contracts,

options for company
registration etc.

Day 3: Communicate
• Marketing channels, getting the message out there
• The Pitch Deck
• Customer service
• Confidence and presentation skills

Day 4: Pitch day
• Participants present their ideas and plans
• Feedback and support

Photos of the participants on ‘’Pitch Day’’ 2019



What the community had to say about the artworks programme: 
Extracts from the visitors books and verbal interviews recorded at 
community exhibitions in 2018

6. COMMUNAL FEEDBACK  





“….I realized that I was doing things that I should not have been doing and making 
big mistakes…I learned…in this process is that I have a bad attitude and I could 
do better for myself”

“…I have gained self-confidence and have found myself helping others. I realize that 
they are capable of being accountable for their artworks. I have also learned 
how to be a better person by not judging others but to engage myself in 
#ArtMyJozi”. 

“(The program) allows our youth an opportunity to be accountable for their actions 
in a non-threatening way with a productive positive outcome being the end 
results.” 

“…I realize that I have come a long way from where I was then. I have become a 
bigger person and have learned to think about my actions before I do them…If I 
talk about creative arts…I can keep myself from doing something I may regret 
later. I used to believe that I did not have much control over how I react to 
events, but now I realize that it’s up to me how I react and I cannot blame my 
anger for all my problems”. 

“Since the implementation of #ArtMyJozi on our Community, most youth are 
committed and finding it interesting to expose their talents and gifts. 

“…Youth and community like being “heard”…many of our youth…don’t even know 
certain actions are wrong. This opens the door to teach our local youth 
acceptable and appropriate behaviors, behaviors that will be expected of them 
in mainstream society and that can bring food on there tables.” 



7. Social Media and Marketing Strategy

The work carried out in Noordgesig was supported by social media platforms, which served as both a
documentary process and a creative device in the development of creative content.

The development of the #ArtMyJozi social media campaign on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram was
complimented by an on-the-ground poster campaign. All of which provoked audience attendance and
engagement, in conjunction special workshops and activations in the community.



Social Media Screenshots



8. Artwork Titles

Once all of the artworks had been finalised and sealed, we held a meeting with the artists to decide on titles for each piece. 
Artists could vote for their favourite title, or make their own suggestions. 

This selection was then presented to the Public Art Steering Committee for a final evaluation. 
Once the titles were decided upon, we invited the artists back to site to title the artworks, and sign their names against each piece they were involved in.





9. #ArtMyNoordgesig Creatives

1. BULTE Mural

Artist:

McFadden Bharley

2. Immortal Township

Artists:

Mzimkulu Gojo

Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe

3. Forest View Mural

Artist:

Peter Stanley Witness

4. Mama Glover Mural  (Baptist Church)

Artists: Assistants: 

Thabo Les Molapo Lavinia Williams-Otto

Mzimkulu Gojo Christopher Banks

Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe Ernest Charles Latola

Frank Kubheka Jonayne Daniels

5. The Wedding Dance

Artists: Wall Rehabilitation and Surface Preparation:

Thabo Les Molapo Ernest Charles Latola

Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe Gilbert Louw

Andre Greaver

Edmore Muzondiwa



6. Bike Mural

Artists: Wall Rehabilitation and Surface 
Preparation:

Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe Christopher Banks

Mzimkulu Gojo Ernest Charles Latola

Gilbert Louw

Andre Greaver

Gordon Louw

7. Peddling Forward (Bike Sculpture)

Artwork by:

Ramon (Riyaan), Keagan (Kader), and Muhammad from R&H Cycles

8. Corridor Link Mural/ The Pathway to Success

Phase 1 & 2 Implementing Team: Wall Rehabilitation and Surface 
Preparation:

McFadden Bharley Christopher Banks

Marcus Theunis Ernest Charles Latola

Noleen May Gilbert Louw

Joynayne Daniels Andre Greaver

Ernest Charles Latola Blessed Sibanda

Charles Maruma

Artists:

Ernest Charles Latola Peter Stanley Witness

Joynayne Daniels Thulani Zondo

Mzimkulu Gojo Lavinia Williams-Otto

Noleen May Antonio Davis

McFadden Bharley Gordon Louw

9. Corridor Marker

Artist: Wall Rehabilitation and Surface 
Preparation:

Wendall Moore Charles Maruma

Ernest Charles Latola

10. A Steep Town

Artist: Wall Rehabilitation and Surface 
Preparation:

Mzimkulu Gojo Gilbert Louw

Kevin Peters

Edmore Muzondiwa

11. Le Batties Shop

Artists: Wall Rehabilitation and Surface 
Preparation:

Thulani Zondo Ernest Charles Latola

Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe Christopher Banks

Lavinia Williams-Otto Lesley Jordaan

Peter Stanley Witness Wendell Moore

Thabo Les Molapo Gilbert Louw

Ernest Latola Gordon Louw

Mzimkulu Gojo Blessed Sibanda

Charles Maruma



12. Ricky’s Shop

Artists: Wall Rehabilitation and Surface Preparation:

Thulani Zondo Ernest Charles Latola

Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe Christopher Banks

Lavinia Williams-Otto Lesley Jordaan

Peter Stanley Witness Wendell Moore

Thabo Les Molapo Gilbert Louw

Ernest Latola Gordon Louw

Mzimkulu Gojo Blessed Sibanda

Charles Maruma

13. The Community Hall

Artists: Wall Rehabilitation and Surface Preparation:

Mzimkulu Gojo Andre Greaver

Peter Stanley Witness Jonayne Daniels

Thulani Zondo Noleen May

Ernest Charles Latola

Christopher Banks

14. Swimming Pool Mural

Artists:

Lehlohonolo Mkhasibe

Thabo Les Molapo

Mzimkulu Gojo

15. Swimming Pool Gate

Artists:

Andre Greaver

Albertus Van Der Westhuizen

Tariro Moyo

Ernest Latola

16.  BULTE Library Furniture

Technical Drawings Supplied by:

McFadden Bharley



Additional participants in the creative workshops

Rebecca Moloi Edward Moloi

Timothy Sepfumo Lehlonolo Moloi

Augustinus Tau Fatima Mausse

Kevin Peters Jonas Masenya

Siphesihle Mahari Oliver Jordaan

Promise Xitiviso Mercutio Arends

Lwazi Sikiti Tyren Collins

Keagan Thomas Abraham Masekwameno

Sylvia Nanzeberg Mduduzi Ndlovi

Margaret Ramokoka Sinothando Mbasane

Karabo Ramokoka Fidoza Holyoake

Tyrique Tashrigue Joseph Zingi

Ushallon Luchano Isaac Mahola

Bryan Daniels Tshepo Sekele

Stantin Welcome Julian Miller



10. #ArtMyNoordgesig
Oral Histories lists 
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Tariro Moyo
Albertus van der Westhuizen

Oral Histories and Interview Team: 
(#ArtMyNoordgesig) 
Pastor Marcus Theunis
Lavinia Jill Williams-Otto 
Pauline Borton 

Oral Histories Images, Artwork and Artefacts: 
Participating Noordgesig Community
#ArtMyNoordgesig Artists Group  
Glover Family 

Oral Histories Archive Mangement/Document Compilation/editing
Tammy Palesa Stewart (The Trinity Session) 
Pauline Borton (The Trinity Session) 
Sylvia Glover (on behalf of the Glover Family) 

The Trinity Session 
Stephen Hobbs : +27 (0) 82 897 7498 : sh@onair.co.za
Marcus Neustetter : +27 (0) 82 929 1569 : mn@onair.co.za
Pauline Borton: +27 (0) 79 316 9579 : pb@onair.co.za
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FaceBook: The Trinity Session 
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